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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Kamula people number around 800 and live in the Western Province of Papua New Guinea. They own a huge 
expanse of rainforest, which easily sustains their hunting and gathering life-style. Sago is their staple food. 

The Kamula first had contact with the outside world in the mid-1970's. Soon after, an airstrip was built, and school, 
health centre and church (Evangelical Church of Papua New Guinea) established. 

Wurm (1982) classifies Kamula as a family level isolate of the Central and South New Guinea stock and 
superstock of the Trans New Guinea Phylum. Shaw (1986), however, proposes that Kamula be placed in the 
Bosavi family and in the Bosavi Watershed subfamily. Lexically and grammatically, our investigations to date 
show very few similarities with the Bosavi family languages, and so Wurm's classification is possibly more 
accurate. 

The research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The data on 
which the analysis is based was collected between 1991 and 1997, primarily from the Kamula people living in the 
village of Keseki, but also from the other villages of Samokopa and Wasapeya. The data consists of 70 texts, (240 
kbytes, approx. 9000 clauses), both oral and written. 

I wish to thank Britten Årsjö for her invaluable input during the writing and analysis of this paper. I am also 
indebted to the Kamula people for teaching me their language and for working with me to record and transcribe 
texts. 

1.1 List of Abbreviations 
 

1 first person IMPER imperative 
2 second person INF infinitive 
3 third person INT intention 
ABL ablative INTENS intensifier 
ACCOMP accompaniment INTERROG interrogative 
AGNT agent LOC locative 
ASP aspect NEG negative 
COND conditional NEUT.SEQ neutral sequence 
DEM demonstrative NOM nominaliser 
DS different subject PERF perfect 
DUP reduplication PL plural 
EMPH emphatic PRES present 
EQUAT equative REAL realis 
FOC focus REFLEX reflexive 
FP far past RP reported past 
FUT future SG singular 
HAB habitual SP.SEQ span sequence 
HORT hortative SS same subject 
IMM.SEQ immediate sequence TOP topic 

 

1.2 Aim of Paper 
Grimes (1975) proposes that in the analysis of discourse, a distinction be made between events and participants. In 
Kamula discourse, information about events and participants is coded in different ways and so this is an extremely 
relevant distinction. The aim of this paper is to discuss the structures and morphemes which Kamula uses to 
communicate these two kinds of information. The first part of the paper deals with the way in which information 
about events is encoded, while the second part discusses the ways in which information about participants is 
conveyed. 
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2. EVENTS 
2.1 Introduction 
This section of the paper does not deal with all events in a discourse and how they fit together, but rather it focuses 
on the most salient events in a given discourse and how these events are signalled1 More specifically, this part of 
the paper discusses the use of the focus clitic -tapo and its use in marking the events or actions which the speaker 
considers most important. 

I have chosen to call the clitic -tapo a focus marker, as its use in Kamula seems to fit very well with Dik's 
(1989:277) definition of focus: '...that information which is relatively the most important or salient in the given 
communicative setting, and considered by the speaker to be the most essential for the addressee to integrate into 
his pragmatic information.' 

Thus, in the analysis of -tapo and its use in marking important events, we are essentially talking about pragmatics. 
It will be seen in the course of the discussion that the use of -tapo depends, almost entirely, on the perspective of 
the speaker, and on what he considers to be the salient centres of attention in his discourse. 

2.2 Background to the focus clitic -tapo 
The focus clitic -tapo is in fact a combination of two affixes: -ta 'agent' and -po 'equative/realis'. The clitic -tapo 
only occurs affixed to the final word of a noun phrase functioning as subject. The one exception to this is the 
temporal phrase alila hale 'one day' which may also have -tapo affixed to it. 

The affixes -ta and -po may be used independently of each other, and when they are, they function only within the 
clause and in establishing a relationship between adjacent clauses. 

2.2.1 The suffix -ta as agent marker 

Fillmore (1968) describes an agent as 'the prototypically intentionally willfully acting instigator of some particular 
action.' The suffix -ta frequently marks such an agent. 

( 1) Opa hapuloma-ta potou-wa 
men all-AGNT    run.awayPL-FP 

All the men ran away. 

(2) Watla-ta       kapiya hete soltama-iyo 
Cassowary-AGNT cuscus leg  want-RP 

The cassowary wanted the cuscus' leg. 

 

-ta is also the instrumental suffix. 

( 3) Ya: esemala dali-ta   yu-wa 
3SG dog     tree-AGNT hit-FP 

He hit the dog with a stick. 

2.2.2 The suffix -po as equative 2 marker 

The suffix -po appears in certain types of topic-comment3 clauses. Namely, if the comment in a topic-comment 
clause takes the form of an affirmative noun phrase, -po is obligatory on the final word of that noun phrase. (If the 
clause is negated, -po is obligatorily absent.) 

                                                           
1 For a basic description of Kamula grammar, see Routamaa, J. 1994. Kamula Grammar Essentials. 
2 See Routamaa 1994 
3 I define a topic-comment clause to be a verbless clause, consisting of a Noun Phrase (topic) followed by a Comment, which 

can be a Noun Phrase, Adjective Phrase or Possessive Phrase. 
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(4) Ya:-ye  ka:yapa hama-le maseyemala-po 
3SG-TOP first   get-NOM boy-EQUAT 

He is the first born son. 

(5) I   amalo pato-po 
DEM fish  big-EQUAT 

It's a big fish. 

2.2.3 The suffix -po as realis 4 marker 

The suffix -po also appears as a suffix on final verbs to encode the notion of realis. (Realis is defined by Shopen 
(1985:96) as propositions which are 'asserted as a fact or commented on as a factual or actual event or state.') 

(6) Koa   dapiyamte moku dla hutiye-po 
Canoe two       bush LOC sleepPL-REAL 

There are really two canoes in the bush. 

(7) Di  Wawi  ho         dla tlumulu-wa-po 
1PL Wawoi downstream LOC go.downPL-FP-REAL 

We really went down the Wawoi river. 

It is possible to argue that when -po functions as a kind of copula in a topic-comment clause and as a realis marker 
that it is encoding the notion of focus, namely information that is new or important to the hearer: the comment 
contains the important/new information of a topic-comment clause, while the use of the realis also focuses on the 
importance of the information being conveyed. Thus the discourse level -tapo clitic can be viewed as a fusion of 
agent and focus: -po singles out the agent -ta as important, and together, as will be seen, they mark not only the 
agent, but the whole clause or unit as of vital importance to the hearer. 

2.2.4 Other occurrences of -po 

-po also occurs as a suffix on medial verbs to encode the notion of immediate sequentiality. 

(8) Ta-me     olisi dea  himomele-po  dali ta:de-po     hitomele-po 
Go-SP.SEQ radio cane hook-IMM.SEQ tree lift-IMM.SEQ plant-IMM.SEQ 

 ta:la  i-wa 
ground pack-FP 

We went and hooked up the antennae, lifted the post up, put it in the hole and packed earth around. 

2.3 The use of -tapo in discourse 
I will now go on to discuss -tapo, which is used to mark crucial events in any given discourse. 

2.3.1 Narratives (including legends) 

The frequency of the occurrence of -tapo varies considerably between the different genres of discourse. Firstly we 
will consider its use in narratives, including legends. 

Legends are, of course, well-practised stories. Before the speaker has even started telling the story, he knows the 
flow of events, the highpoints and the conclusion. Thus, he is clear in his mind from the outset which are the 
prominent events, and which are the actions he wishes to focus on. A notable feature of the legends is that the use 
of -tapo is quite rare. It seems that from the entire legend, the speaker identifies the one or two points he considers 
crucial, and affixes -tapo to those. 

In a short legend concerning initiation rites, which tells about a pig named Kulili, -tapo is reserved for the very end 
of the story. 

                                                           
4 See Routamaa 1994 
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(9) Kulili daya ha:-le   hamta-le-tapo dasoso     ela,   ela 
Kulili sago cook-NOM take-NOM-FOC  sago.swamp sleep, sleep 

 dem-ta-iyo 
do-go-RP 

The food which was cooked from Kulili and taken to different places created many sago swamps. 

Sago is the staple diet of the Kamula people, and so they are totally dependent on their huge sago swamps. From 
the speaker's point of view, therefore, this is the most crucial event in the whole story, that the pig Kulili was 
cooked and taken to different areas within the Kamula land, the result being that sago swamps sprang up. Thus, 
this is the most important piece of information in the legend: the pig Kulili was responsible for creating the sago 
swamps owned by the Kamula people today. And so, although other events which could be regarded as important 
do occur in the story, nevertheless the speaker reserves -tapo solely to focus on this one event which he considers 
the most crucial. 

In another legend told by an equally good story-teller, there is also only one -tapo and this is again reserved for the 
end of the story. The legend concerns the two creator figures, Yolisi and Kaiyalo. Yolisi wants to take one of 
Kaiyalo's daughters as a wife, but Kaiyalo refuses. Yolisi is infuriated and, using sorcery, decrees he will give 
'fighting-sticks' to those people living in the same area as Kaiyalo, so that they will be a people who will be 
continually warring amongst themselves. 

(10) Na: bulukupi-ye        tota     huma hamulu-epo. Yi-tapo alila 
1SG fighting.stick-TOP upstream LOC  give-FUT    3PL-FOC day 

 hapuloma dulu   dla yimkadulo mate nalatim-ha:ha:-lepe. 
all      inside LOC friends   with fight-stay-FUT 

I will give a fighting stick to those people living up there. They will stay fighting among themselves every 
day. 

Thus, the story-teller uses the whole legend to focus on this piece of information, that it was Yolisi who made the 
Highlanders a people with a reputation for fighting and warring. 

From these examples it can be seen that -tapo does not just mark the noun phrase itself, or even the clause, but 
marks a far larger chunk of discourse. Indeed its function in these two particular legends seems to be to mark the 
key point of the whole discourse. In other legends which have one focal point, namely the reason for something 
being as it is today, the same feature can be observed. 

The clitic -tapo can also commonly be found towards the beginning of a legend. In this type of situation it often 
introduces an important event or events around which the legend centres. That is, it is signalling to the addressee 
that something vital to the understanding of the story is about to be said. It alerts the hearer's attention, and pushes 
their train of thought forward, to focus on what is about to come. 

In a legend about a stone rolling and crushing two boys, there is only one -tapo, and that is affixed on the first 
appearance of the word 'stone'. 

(11) Yia: epo ita-popa:-lati ewala-tapo opa some pua-iyo 
3PL  and hut-sitPL-DS   stone-FOC  men like come-RP 

And while they were sitting in the huts, a stone came sounding like men. 

Thus, in his use of -tapo, the speaker communicates to the hearer not only that the stone is important, but that what 
the stone will do is important. In another legend concerning a cassowary, -tapo functions in the same way. Again, 
there is only one -tapo in the whole story, and it appears towards the beginning, when the cassowary says that he is 
better than all the other animals. This belief of the cassowary's provides the starting point of the story, and also 
alerts the hearer to the fact that this belief is crucial to the development of the whole story. 

So, in a similar way to when -tapo is used in conclusion to focus on the main point of the story, it is also used at 
the beginning of a story to direct attention forwards towards the main point of the story. 

Thus far, we have seen -tapo occurring very sparingly in a discourse, functioning to focus on the most important 
information of the whole story - a kind of global-theme focus marking device. However, -tapo does not always 
function to mark the focal information of an entire discourse, but also functions to mark the high points of smaller 
thematic paragraphs. 
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In a legend about a man hiding from evil spirits in order not to be eaten by them, -tapo is introduced shortly after 
the evil spirits discover the man's whereabouts. 

(12) Bataliya-tapo    oplami mo    dloe   deme eimelemeya-iyo 
Evil.spirits-FOC man    flesh eatINF INT  laughPL-RP 

The evil spirits were laughing at the prospect of eating the man's flesh. 

This statement about the evil spirits laughing in delight at the prospect of eating the man marks the beginning of a 
span of the discourse which has as its focal point the evil spirits congratulating each other on having found a man 
to eat. As in (12) above, the -tapo serves both to mark important information, and at the same time, to indicate to 
the hearers that what follows is going to be important too. The next important event in the legend is when the man 
succeeds in catching one evil spirit and in frightening away the others. This too is marked with -tapo. 

( 13) Oplami-tapo poplasta-me     medla yukamsela:-lati 
Man-FOC     appeared-SP.SEQ LOC   talk-DS 

 bataliya-ta       sikemte pota-iyo 
evil.spirits-AGNT INTENS  run.away-RP 

The man appeared and while he was standing there talking, the evil spirits ran away very quickly. 

This action in fact marks the beginning of the resolution of the story: the man catches one evil spirit, frightens the 
others away, and then goes to call his friends to come and see the evil spirit he has caught. Thus, -tapo is used to 
draw attention to two focal points, or peaks, in the narrative. 

In another legend about two wives turning into birds and being killed by their husband, -tapo is used in a similar 
way, marking the two significant events in the discourse. The first occurs when feathers completely cover the two 
women. 

(14) Mopua  tiaka-tapo   yi-ta    hapuloma-ye pokade-iyo 
Pigeon feathers-FOC 3PL-AGNT all-TOP     finish-RP 

Pigeon feathers covered all of them. 

This, of course, is the key to the whole story. The women become covered in feathers and are thus changed into 
pigeons. The result is that their husband, thinking they are merely pigeons, shoots them. Their husband shooting 
them is the second important event in the story, and it is on the word 'husband' that the second -tapo is affixed. 

( 15) Yi  welali-tapo ya: wole  dapiyamte mopua  yiyiepo  hetamala-le 
3PL husband-FOC 3SG women two       pigeon changePL go.up-NOM 

 e-ye    sioma-iyo 
DEM-TOP shootPL-RP 

Their husband shot those two wives of his who had turned into pigeons. 

Other narratives, too, tend to follow the same pattern as the legends, in their use of -tapo. Namely -tapo is used to 
indicate the event or events the speaker considers most important for the hearer to absorb into his thinking. 

In a narrative about a fight which erupted on the soccer field, the narrator uses -tapo once, towards the beginning 
of his account, and that is when he gives the reason for the fight occurring. 

(16) Ya:-tapo Baiyopo watle e-po      atlu-wa, 'e   po-himi-se-ma' 
3SG-FOC  Baiyopo to    DEM-EQUAT say-FP,  'DEM NEG-put-NEG-PRES' 

He said to Baiyopo, 'That was not a goal' 

When the addressee hears ya:tapo, he knows that the speaker is communicating that something important is about 
to happen, involving that person. This is indeed the case: the person's remarks to Baiyopo spark off the whole 
argument which follows. 

In another narrative involving a man being tried by the village court, -tapo occurs towards the very end, once the 
man has confessed to his crime. 
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(17) Hayapi-ye  ikadepe yu   ata-lati, komiti    so-tapo    ya:-ye 
Hayapi-TOP true    talk say-DS,   committee people-FOC 3SG-TOP 

 hama-me     heta-me   aya   dulu   dla lokadu-wa 
hold-SP.SEQ go-SP.SEQ house inside LOC lock-FP 

After Hayapi told the truth, the committee members held him and went up and locked him inside the 
house. 

From the speaker's perspective, this is the most significant event in the story, that the committee members locked 
the man up. (During our 6 years of living in the area, this is the only time that anyone has actually been locked up). 

As with the legends, -tapo can also occur at more than one place in the discourse, should there be events important 
enough to warrant it. As a final illustration in this section, I take a detailed narrative about the coming of 
Christianity to the Kamula speaking people. During the course of this long narrative (approx. 1000 clauses), -tapo 
occurs four times, each at a highly significant point in the discourse. The first is when there is a discussion about 
'God's talk' (which is the main theme of the whole discourse), the second when a crocodile hunter suggests to the 
narrator that he go downriver to find a missionary to tell him about 'God's talk', the third when the missionary asks 
who was the person looking for a missionary, and the narrator admits it was he, and the final occurrence is when 
the SIL missionary arrives to translate God's talk into the Kamula language. In this particular narrative, therefore, 
-tapo serves not only to mark the peaks of the narrative, but to bind the theme of the narrative together in a unified 
whole. 

The above examples show, therefore, that -tapo is used to mark the most important event in a given stretch of 
discourse, whether that be a long stretch or even the whole discourse, or shorter, more thematic stretches. Its 
function and use seem clear: it indicates those events which the speaker considers most crucial to the proper 
understanding of his discourse. 

2.3.2 Hortatory and Expository 

The legends we have considered above are, of course, well-known, practised discourses. The speaker is familiar 
with the content of the story, knows exactly which is the most salient event he wishes to focus on and singles that 
one out by using -tapo. Equally, in an event-based first or third person narrative, the speaker generally has the 
whole discourse in his mind before starting, and so in a similar way, knows the peak(s) of his story and attaches 
-tapo to the relevant constituent. 

However, if we compare a different genre of discourse, namely hortatory and expository, we can observe a notable 
increase in the use of -tapo. (The data for this genre includes sermons, prayers, testimonies and church 
announcements.) The hortatory and expository genre is different from the ordinary narrative genre in that the 
purpose of the hortatory and expository is to encourage and rectify, while the purpose of an ordinary narrative is to 
inform, entertain or give an account of why things are as they are. 

Hortatory and expository discourses in Kamula contain a large amount of narrative material which is used to 
illustrate a point. These narratives typically display a more frequent use of -tapo than an ordinary narrative would. 

Consider the following consecutive sentences from a short testimony told by a man about his daughter nearly 
drowning. 

(18) God ya: Soko-tapo  oloma  dulu   e-dla   oko  ha-na.   Ta-me 
God 3SG spirit-FOC moment inside DEM-LOC work do-PERF. Go-SP.SEQ 

 APO yollu    watle ima-na.    Ya:-tapo pakasiyamalalo natite-po 
APO his.wife to    show-PERF. 3SG-FOC  suddenly       see-IMM.SEQ 

 toto     Yukopalo akolo e-dla   natite-po   Haka-tapo yu 
upstream Yukopalo mouth DEM-LOC see-IMM.SEQ Haka-FOC  water 

 duka   dla gope-weyama demsela:-wa-po 
middle LOC dive-appear do-FP-REAL 

God's Spirit worked at that moment. He (the Spirit) went and showed the Aid Post Orderly's wife. She 
suddenly saw Haka floundering in the middle of the water at the mouth of the Yukopalo river. 

This illustration contains a great deal of crucial information which the speaker wishes to convey. His overall theme 
in the discourse is how God's Spirit intervened in the situation and prevented Haka from drowning. In fact, during 
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this fairly short discourse (57 clauses), he  refers to God's Spirit four times, and each time he affixes -tapo, thus 
pointing  out to the hearer the pivotal role God's Spirit played in the subsequent action. In the above extract, in 
which -tapo occurs three times in short succession, we are confronted with three important events: God's Spirit 
spoke to the Aid Post Orderly's wife, the Aid Post Orderly's wife saw Haka, Haka was floundering in the water. 
For the speaker, all three events are equally important, all three events are vital to the understanding of the story, 
and so he signals this by using -tapo in each event. 

A similar feature can be observed in other testimonies. The speaker wishes to encourage the hearers and does this 
by using an event-oriented illustration, showing how God intervened in that situation. In so doing, it seems to be 
the tendency, that rather than singling out one or two events as the peak(s), the speaker places equal importance on 
a number of events. This may be because the speaker is thinking in short bursts, and as he is speaking, each short 
burst seems to contain an event worthy of marking as very important to the hearer. That is, unlike in the telling of 
legends, where the global theme is often the one focused on, in this type of spontaneous discourse, focus may be 
attached to each event which the speaker considers important. 

Sermons tend to exhibit this tendency very well. For example, comparing sermons and legends of equal length 
(approx. 300 clauses), we find that in the legends -tapo occurs on an average of three times, whereas in the 
sermons the average is 15. However, the function of -tapo seems to remain the same: it marks the events or 
information which the speaker considers most important in the given setting. One must bear in mind, too, that in 
sermons, the speaker has a different starting point, namely he assumes that much of the information is totally new 
to the hearer and outwith his or her sphere of knowledge. Therefore his role is to indicate to the hearer which 
information is important and this he does by using -tapo. Also, sermons are often made up of short discourses 
within the whole discourse, if illustrations are used, for example. This too, may account for the overall increase in 
the occurrences of -tapo in sermons, in that each short discourse within the sermon will feature the use of -tapo at 
least once. 

In a sermon about Jesus healing the 10 lepers, -tapo is used in the very beginning of the story, on the temporal 
phrase alila hale 'one day'. This is reasonably common, and signals to the hearers that the events on that particular 
day are important. In the sentence immediately following, -tapo is attached to opa do suplasta suplasta dle 'ten 
men', thus indicating that the arrival of these men was also important. 

(19) Alila hale-tapo   Yesu-ye  Yelusalem mo    duka   tle ta-iyo. 
Day   certain-FOC Yesu-TOP Yelusalem place middle ABL go-RP. 

 Opa do   suplasta suplasta dle-tapo pu-wa-me       ya: dla 
Men hand fist     fist     NOM-FOC  come-FP-SP.SEQ 3SG LOC 

 woyama-iyo 
appear-RP 

One day, Jesus was going through the middle of Jerusalem. 10 men came and appeared to him. 

The peak of the story is when one leper comes back to Jesus to thank him. In this short episode, -tapo is affixed on 
'Jesus' when he addresses the man and asks where the other men are that he healed, and next it is used on the word 
'faith', when Jesus says that his faith has healed him. 
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(20) Epedeme bes   17 dla Yesu-tapo oplami i   watle e-po 
And.so  verse 17 LOC Jesus-FOC man    DEM to    DEM-EQUAT 

 atla-iyo, 'Opa na:-ta   ka:-ka:-dle  do   suplasta suplasta dle 
say-RP,   'Men 1SG-AGNT DUP-heal-NOM hand fist     fist     NOM 

 so     e-ye    de?'    de-iyo. 'Wa: ma-puale-po,  amasiyama opa 9 
people DEM-TOP where?' do-RP.  '2SG ASP-come-REAL, but       men 9 

 so     de?'    de-iyo. Yesu  e-po      hale-mama ya: watle 
people where?' do-RP.  Jesus DEM-EQUAT stay-SS   3SG to 

 e-po      atla-iyo, 'Sileti-me        ta-ne    wa:-ta   na: 
DEM-EQUAT say-RP,   'Stand.up-SP.SEQ. go-IMPER 2SG-AGNT 1SG 

 mikadepe-dle-tapo wa: ka:dle-po,' de-iyo. 
believe-NOM-FOC   2SG heal-REAL,' do-RP 

And so in verse 17 Jesus said to this man, 'The 10 men I healed, where are they? You have come, but 
where are the 9 men?' And staying there, Jesus said to him, 'Stand up and go, your faith in me has healed 
you.' 

The remainder of the sermon gives some information about lepers in Jesus' day, and also applies the story to the 
present day. In both these situations, the speaker uses -tapo several times, which is not surprising perhaps, as he is 
trying to convey something important to his hearers, and something which they probably do not know. 

Announcements and prayers show the same characteristics as sermons and testimonies: short episodes with 
frequent use of -tapo. Announcements often involve a degree of repetition, and this too increases the use of -tapo. 
To finish this section, we shall look at an excerpt from one announcement given in church. 

The speaker is informing the women of the Women's Fellowship that they must gather under the trees after the 
service. 

(21) Imale        yu   hale,    District Fellowship uwa: inoma 
Announcement talk another, District Fellowhip  2PL  eye 

 sumale-ta  gude-lati, alotle uwa:-ta  hapuloma-tapo dali dapiamte 
shoot-AGNT finish-DS, after  2PL-AGNT all-FOC       tree two 

 ha:ha: isili dla ta-me     alume-lepe. Uwa: District Secretary 
stayPL under LOC go-SP.SEQ gather-FUT. 2PL  District Secretary 

 a:ya  ya:-tapo yu-ye    hamili-po. Epedeme uwa:-ta 
woman 3SG-FOC  talk-TOP give-REAL. And.so  2PL-AGNT 

 hapuloma-tapo dali ha:ha: e-dla   ta-me     ya:-ta   koko-ye 
all-FOC       tree stayPL DEM-LOC go-SP.SEQ 3SG-AGNT thing-TOP 

 dale-lepe. 
hear-FUT 

And another announcement: District Fellowship, after the service, you all go and gather under the two 
trees! Your District Secretary, she has given this talk. And so all of you go to those trees and listen to her 
talk! 

As can be observed, each sentence contains a -tapo. This serves to underline the importance of everything the 
speaker says in this short episode. He considers each piece of information crucial, and so he uses -tapo. 

In hortatory and expository types of discourse, therefore, we find an increase in the use of -tapo compared with its 
use in the narrative type of discourse. However, its function remains essentially the same: signalling to the hearer 
the most important information or event in the given setting. 
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2.3.3 Procedural and Descriptive 

Finally, we will look at a third genre of discourse - procedural and descriptive. From a study of these types of 
discourse, it is immediately apparent that -tapo is seldom, if ever, used. 

Procedural texts, such as how to process sago, or carve a canoe, are all essentially background information, rather 
than a chain of events with a highpoint. With this in mind, therefore, it is perhaps to be expected that -tapo does 
not feature in this genre of discourse. As we have seen, -tapo serves to mark an event(s) the speaker considers 
highly important. In the telling of the familiar process of sago making, from the point of view of the speaker, no 
event takes place which would warrant a -tapo, and so he does not use it. 

In descriptive discourses, such as telling about going to get firewood or house-posts, we also find that -tapo does 
not occur. Again, these are mundane events, with nothing of particular importance to single out for the hearer's 
attention. There are no peaks and no particular points made, and so -tapo is not used. 

In other descriptive discourses, such as travelogues, -tapo does not feature very often either. Travelogues tend to 
be a flat re-counting of a chain of events, with no particular event more outstanding than the others. Therefore, one 
would not expect to find -tapo used, and this is indeed generally the case. Particularly with future travelogues ie 
where the speaker tells what he or someone else plans to do, there are no occurrences of -tapo. This is presumably 
because the speaker is merely telling what he expects to do, to go from A to B and back again, spending a few 
nights somewhere in the middle. He is not anticipating anything unexpected, rather, he is recounting what he 
believes to be a predictable series of events, and so -tapo is neither needed nor used. 

If, of course, within a travelogue, something significant happens, then -tapo does occur. For example, in a 
discourse told by a woman about a trip outside the language area, -tapo is used once, and that is when she sees 
horses for the first time in her life and is very afraid. 

In procedural and descriptive discourses, therefore, because there are generally no peaks or events which the 
speaker considers unusual or of great importance, the clear tendency is an absence of -tapo. 

2.4 Summary 
It has been demonstrated that -tapo functions to mark the event(s) or information which the speaker considers the 
most important or salient in his discourse. This function has been observed across the three genres of discourse 
discussed. However, the frequency with which -tapo is used is partly based on whether the discourse contains 
formal or informal information, and whether it contains known or unknown information. This makes it quite genre-
specific. Its use in narratives perhaps illustrates its most standard use: fairly sparingly, only on one or two events 
the speaker considers the most crucial. This is because the narrative genre includes formal legends and discourses 
where the speaker knows in advance what he is going to say and so he chooses to focus only on one or two salient 
events from the whole narrative. In hortatory/expository discourses we observe a notable increase in its use, 
because this genre contains a great deal of unknown information which the speaker wishes to focus on. In 
procedural/descriptive discourses -tapo hardly ever occurs, because there are generally no peaks or points which 
the speaker wishes to make. 

The focus clitic -tapo, therefore, serves specifically to encode information about events in Kamula discourse. 
Information about participants is encoded in a different way, and we will now turn our attention to the particular 
devices used to convey that kind of information. 
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3. PARTICIPANTS  
The main aim of this section of the paper is to discuss the topic clitic -ye and its function in participant reference in 
Kamula discourse. The suffix -ta will also be discussed in more detail, with particular reference to the role it plays 
in participant management. Mention will also be made of the switch reference system, to illustrate its part in 
tracking participants. 

3.1 Introduction to the topic clitic -ye 
I have chosen to call the clitic -ye a topic marker. Topic has been defined in different ways by different linguists. 
At its most general, perhaps, topic may be defined as 'what the speaker is talking about.' Comrie (1981) tends to be 
more specific, and talks about topic as given or known information. This is a relevant definition for Kamula, and 
seems to fit all the occurrences of -ye in Kamula discourse. 

The clitic -ye has both syntactic and pragmatic functions. The syntactic functions will be discussed first. 

3.2 Syntactic functions of -ye 
The clitic -ye has a syntactic function in two constructions: the topic-comment clause and the relative clause. 

3.2.1 Topic-comment clause 

If a topic-comment clause is used in response to a question, -ye obligatorily marks the subject. 

( 22) Wata  siele alila-ta:? 
today happy day-INTERROG 

Is this a happy day? 

(23) i-ye    po-siele  alila 
DEM-TOP NEG-happy day 

This is not a happy day. 

(24) Ya: oplami pato-ta: 
3SG man    big-INTERROG 

Is he a big man? 

(25) Ya:-ye  oplami pato-po 
3SG-TOP man    big-FOC 

He is a big man 

3.2.2 Relative clause 

The most common way of relativising an element in a clause is not by using a relative clause, but by using a 
nominalised Noun Phrase.5 However, there is a relative clause construction which can be used to relativise a 
subject or an object. In this type of construction, when it is the subject that is relativised, -ye is obligatorily affixed 
to the final word of the relative clause. 

(26) A:ya  omali hawa-ye  melesini aya   dla pu-wa 
Woman blood none-TOP medecine house LOC come-FP 

The woman who had no blood came to the health centre. 

                                                           
5 See Routamaa 1994 
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(27) Maseyamala tlasi    omteka:ple asiyamsele-ye wa: omhale-ma 
Boy        trousers red        wear-TOP      2SG watch-PRES 

The boy who is wearing red trousers is watching you. 

These topic-comment and relative clause constructions can also be viewed in a pragmatic way, of course. If topic is 
'that which the speaker is talking about,' then the grammatical subject in a topic-comment clause is precisely that. 
Also in a relative clause, -ye occurring at the end of the noun phrase serves to mark the whole noun phrase as the 
topic: 'that which the speaker is talking about'. 

3.3 Pragmatic functions of -ye 

3.3.1 Conjunctions 

The topic marker -ye may be affixed to the conjunctions epele and epapele6 'doing that and'. When -ye is affixed, 
the meaning remains basically the same, but an element of 'and now we can move on' is added. That is, the 
conjunction sums up the preceding paragraph and -ye serves to topicalise it (because it is now known information), 
and indicate the move into a new part of the story. 

This use is similar to the use of -ta with conjunctions (see 3.5.2.1), although then the meaning focuses more on 
sequence. 

3.3.2 Participants 

The main pragmatic function of -ye is to enable the hearer to identify and keep track of the main participants in a 
discourse. In this function, -ye may occur affixed to a noun phrase referring to a main participant, whether the noun 
phrase is subject or object of its clause. There are other ways of keeping track of participants, namely, through the 
switch reference system, and by using the agent suffix -ta. These will briefly be discussed first. 

3.4 Switch Reference 
Clause chaining is a distinctive feature of most Papuan languages and Kamula is no exception. Thus, in any kind of 
Kamula speech or discourse, several clauses may be chained together one after another, to form one long sentence. 
The different suffixes on the medial verbs serve to indicate the temporal relationships between the clauses and also 
to indicate whether the subject of each clause will be the same or different in the next clause.7 

The following consecutive sentences from a narrative about initiation illustrate the use of the most common medial 
verb suffixes. The suffixes -mama 'same subject', -lati 'different subject' are used to encode the notion of 
simultaneous action. The suffixes -po 'immediate sequence,' -me 'span sequence' (and also -pame) are used to 
encode different kinds of sequential action. The sequential affixes do not change the subject. 

(28) Ya: epame wodloe     alila e-dla   omhale-mama, daya halo-po 
3SG and   initiation day   DEM-LOC wait-SS      sago bring-IMM.SEQ 

 pua-me      aliya ilimhale-mde-iyo. Ya: epo aliya daya 
come-SP.SEQ pig   feed-HAB-RP.      3SG and pig   sago 

 imhala-lati, opa-ye  akimlala aliya some himomele-iyo 
feed-DS      men-TOP children pig   like tied-RP 

And while he was waiting for the initiation day, he got sago and came and habitually fed the pig. And 
while he was feeding the pig sago, the men were tying up the children like pigs. 

                                                           
6 Both of these conjunctions join sentences together, not clauses. 
7 For a more detailed treatment of switch reference in Kamula, see Routamaa 1994. 
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3.5 The functions of -ta 'agent' 
As described in 2.2.1, a main function of the suffix -ta is to mark the agent in a clause. The most typical use of -ta 
in its semantic function as agent-marker is when it is affixed to noun phrases referring to main participants in order 
to give prominence to their agency. (See 3.6.2) Besides this semantic function, -ta also has syntactic and pragmatic 
functions, which will now be discussed. 

3.5.1 Syntactic functions of -ta 

The suffix -ta is obligatory in nominalised clauses. 

( 29) Wa: pailet oplami-ta atla-le dale? 
2SG pilot  man-AGNT  say-NOM hear 

Did you hear the pilot's saying? (ie what he said) 

(30) Banapi-ta             watla     sipi uha-le 
Bird.of.paradise-AGNT cassowary wing steal-NOM 

The bird of paradise's stealing of the cassowary's wings. 

The suffix -ta is also used to mark the subject of a clause if there might be ambiguity as to which constituent is the 
subject, as in example (31). Here, the normal SOV word order has been changed to OSV, in order to place 
prominence on the object. (This is reasonably rare, and other devices are available for doing this.) 

(31) Na: Motuwe-ta   osuwe      tiloe   ima-na 
1SG Motuwe-AGNT sago.stalk makeINF teach-PERF 

Motuwe has taught me how to weave sago stalk. 

In example (32), if -ta were not affixed, the sentence could be taken to mean 'Nono's brother helps.' 

(32) Nono-ta   ya: bapa          gade-ma 
Nono-AGNT 3SG elder.brother help-PRES 

Nono helps his elder brother. 

3.5.2 Pragmatic functions of -ta 

3.5.2.1 Conjoining 

The suffix -ta may be affixed to the conjunctions epame and epapele, and also to the medial verb temporal suffix -
pame. When this occurs, the speaker puts the previous event clearly behind him and pulls the reader onwards 
towards the next event. 

(33) dlapa miste-po     epame-ta yu    dla hamtlu-mde-po 
fire  burn-IMM.SEQ and-AGNT water LOC pull-HAB-FOC 

You burn it and once that is done, you pull it down to the water. 

(34) Mande  alila e-dla   yale-pame-ta            Tusde   alila... 
Monday day   DEM-LOC overnight-NEUT.SEQ-AGNT Tuesday day 

(I'll) spend Monday night there and then after that on Tuesday... 

More commonly, epame, epapele and -pame occur without -ta and then their function is simply to advance events 
which occur in sequence. 

3.5.2.2 Minor participants 

The suffix -ta can also function in participant reference to introduce a minor participant. A minor participant may 
be defined as a participant (human, animate or inanimate) which occurs only once or perhaps twice in a discourse, 
whereas a main participant occurs frequently. 
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As will be seen in (39), main participants are always introduced in certain ways and always become topicalised by 
-ye. Minor participants, however, may simply be introduced by the affix -ta, are never topicalised, and then seldom 
re-appear in the discourse. 

Let us look at some examples of minor participants from different texts. 

In a narrative concerning a man, a pig and a group of men, gagapo 'chicken' is a minor participant. It occurs only 
once, affixed by -ta, as in the following sentence. 

( 35) Epame gagapo-ta    yulumhala-lati oloma  e-dla   hemele 
And   chicken-AGNT crow-DS        moment DEM-LOC secretly 

 tlu-me         aliya suma-iyo 
go.down-SP.SEQ pig   shoot-RP 

And at the moment when the chicken crowed, (he) secretly went down and shot the pig. 

In a long discourse about a plane hijacking, polisi so 'policemen' functions as a minor participant, appearing in only 
one clause. It is marked by -ta. 

( 36) Polisi so-ta       yia:-ta  teyu-le  oloma  e-dla   yenesama 
Police people-AGNT 3PL-AGNT fall-NOM moment DEM-LOC picture 

 halomyau-wa 
takePL-FP 

At the moment when they fell, the policemen took photos. 

In a legend about the creator figures Yolisi and Kaiyalo, there are three minor participants: oplami hale 'a certain 
man',  Holo asiya 'the clan Holo' and maseyemala 'boy'. Each is marked by -ta when introduced. After this initial 
appearance and one further mention in the immediately succeeding sentence, they are not referred to again. 

(37) Yolisi-ye  ele-lati, oplami hale-ta      pua-me      ya: tidali 
Yolisi-TOP sleep-DS  man    certain-AGNT come-SP.SEQ 3SG bottom 

 dla gude-iyo 
LOC touch-RP 

While Yolisi was sleeping, a certain man came and touched him on the bottom. 

(38) Yolisi epo hale-lati, Holo asiya-ta  ya: watle a:ya  hami-iyo 
Yolisi and stay-DS    Holo clan-AGNT 3SG to    woman give-RP 

And while Yolisi was staying (there), Holo's clan gave him a wife. 

(39) Maseyemala-ta utumapi    dulu   tle heta-me      aya   dulu   dla 
Boy-AGNT      waterfalls inside ABL go.up-SP.SEQ house inside LOC 

 ele-mde-iyo 
sleep-HAB-RP 

And the boy habitually went up from inside the waterfalls and slept in the house. 

3.6 Main participants 
We will now discuss the role -ye plays in identifying main participants. Main participants in Kamula can be 
human, animate or inanimate. 

3.6.1 Introducing main participants 

If the speaker considers the participant to be unknown, the following formula is very commonly used: 'there was 
one/a certain man, his name was X'. In such a formula, -ye is always affixed to the word hi 'name'. The opening 
sentences from a narrative about a man and his two wives illustrate this. 
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(40) Oplami hatlo hala-iyo, ya: wole  dapiyamte haloma-iyo. Oplami ya: 
Man    one   stay-RP   3SG women two       takePL-RP.  Man    3SG 

 hi-ye    Gawi-yo.   Ya: wole  dapiyamte hi-ye    Asepa mate 
name-TOP Gawi-EMPH. 3SG women two       name-TOP Asepa ACCOMP 

 Ipiawi mate   yo. 
Ipiawi ACCOMP EMPH 

There was a man, he had two wives. The man's name was Gawi. His two wives' names' were Asepa and 
Ipiawi. 

Another possible way of introducing unknown participants is by reference to their characteristics or job. 

(41) Pleini dulu  dla oko  ha-lalo a:ya  hale    daya hatitimhala-iyo. 
Plane  inside LOC work do-NOM  woman certain sago put-RP 

One of the women working inside the plane was getting the food ready. 

If the speaker considers the participant to be known, then often the participant is simply introduced by name. As 
can be seen, (42) and (43) -ye is not affixed on the name, because the well-known name itself is enough to render it 
a topic. 

(42) Di  Yolisi mate   Kaiyalo mate   yia: koko  dale-loepo 
1PL Yolisi ACCOMP Kaiyalo ACCOMP 3PL  thing hear-FUT 

We will hear about Yolisi's and Kaiyalo's doings. 

(43) 1980's oloma  e-dla   Stewart mate   Yeye mate   pumulu-wa-po 
1980's moment DEM-LOC Stewart ACCOMP Yeye ACCOMP comePL-FP-REAL 

In the 1980's, Stewart and Yeye came. 

It is also possible for a known participant to be introduced by his characteristics, in which case -ye is generally 
attached. Example (44) is the opening sentence of a legend about a well-known character alilopi elelalo oplami 'a 
man who used to sleep during the day'. Example (45) is from an account of the history of the Kamula people. 

(44) Alilopi  ele-lalo  oplami-ye yamkadulo mate   kalama-iyo 
daytime sleep-NOM man-TOP   friendPL  ACCOMP hunt-RP 

A man who used to sleep during the day went hunting with his friends. 

(45) Ka:yapa Kamula so     opa hapuloma Kamula yu   yugama-lalo-ye 
First   Kamula people men all      Kamula talk talk-NOM-TOP 

 pua-me.... 
come-SP.SEQ 

First, all the Kamula speaking Kamula people came... 

A participant can also be known by association. For example, in the hijacking story, pailet so 'pilots' is topicalised 
from the beginning, because the hearers know that pilots are associated with planes (see 46). 

3.6.2 Tracking main participants 

As said above, participants may be introduced in a variety of ways, with or without the topic marker -ye. However, 
soon after their initial introduction, they are referred to in a nominal phrase marked by -ye, if -ye was not attached 
when they were first introduced. For example, the narrative about the plane hijacking opens as follows: 
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(46) Opa-ta   pleini dla alu-po,        Lasiya mo    tle ta-me 
Men-AGNT plane  LOC gather-IMM.SEQ Russia place ABL go-SP.SEQ 

 ma    mo    hale    dla tou-wa. Opa dapiyamte pailet so-ye 
again place another LOC go-FP.  Men two       pilot  people-TOP 

 Amelika so-po 
America people-EQUAT 

The people gathered in the plane and went from Russia to another place. The two pilots were American 
people. 

The people (passengers), the plane and the pilots are all main participants. As can be seen, only the pilots are 
marked by -ye in the introduction. However, in the very next sentence, pleini is affixed with -ye (thus topicalising 
it) and in the sentence after that, opa 'people' is affixed with -ye. Thus, the speaker has now marked these 
participants as main participants, along with the pilots. 

(47) Epedeme pleini-ye sileti-me    ta-me.... 
And.so  plane-TOP go.up-SP.SEQ go-SP.SEQ 

And so the plane took off and went... 

(48) Amasiyama opa-ye  uha-lalo  so-ta       pleini dulu   dla 
But       men-TOP steal-NOM people-AGNT plane  inside LOC 

 tuale-ye      po-nati-lalo weke-na 
go.inside-TOP NEG-see-NOM  omit-PERF 

But the people did not see the stealing people (hijackers) going inside the plane. 

Once a participant has been topicalised, how is his topicality maintained? Givon (1983), Reesink (1987) and others 
have proposed a scale of topic continuity, based on the principle that 'the more continuous, predictable or 
accessible to the hearer a participant is, the less overt expression it needs to receive in the NP' (Givon 1983:67). 
These scales of topic continuity typically range from zero marking, if the participant is highly continous or 
accessible, to increasingly more overt devices (such as pronouns, nominal phrases, relative clauses etc) as the 
participant becomes less and less continuous/accessible. 

As a general tendency, it can be said that these scales hold true for tracking participant continuity in Kamula 
discourse, although in Kamula, the least overt device is verbal affixation.  

In order to illustrate the principles of participant management in Kamula, several examples from the narrative 
about a plane hijacking will be discussed. This narrative was told by a young man after having seen a film. The 
narrative contains approx. 320 clauses. The means of tracking participants in this story are typical of any Kamula 
discourse. This particular narrative was chosen mainly because of its unfamiliar content to the hearer, but also 
because of the high level of interaction among the ten participants, which demands that a clear tracking system be 
in place in the language. 

As said above, participants are initially introduced, then, if not done so in the introduction, soon after overtly 
topicalised by a nominal phrase with the affix -ye. In this narrative, special agents from America come with a small 
plane and secretly board the big plane in mid-air. The small plane is introduced in a descriptive phrase (49) before 
being topicalised six clauses later by a demonstrative noun phrase affixed by -ye (50). 

( 49) Opa do   suplastale-ta pleini daliayama  seple tle tou-wa 
Men hand fist-AGNT     plane  small.bird like  by  go-FP 

The five men went by a plane like a small bird. 

(50) Epedeme pleini yimka:mala e-ye    tua-me    gude-pame... 
And.so  plane  small      DEM-TOP go-SP.SEQ touch-NEUT.SEQ 

And so that small plane went until it touched... 

The following nine clauses all contain reference to the small plane and this is done six times by verbal affixation 
and three times by a pronoun. It is typical that the participant is traced more through verbal affixation than 
pronouns once he/it is established as the topic of a given stretch of discourse. Later on in the story, for example, the 
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pilot is re-established as a topic and then referred to in the following twelve clauses, twice by a pronoun and the 
other ten times by verbal affixation. (In the following example, clause boundaries are marked by //) 

(51) Pailet oplami-ye ham-natim-sele-po//  de-po//      ma     
pilot  man-TOP   do-see-walk-IMM.SEQ  do-IMM.SEQ   again  

 ila-me//      hetou-wa.// Epedeme ya: heta-me//    di  
return-SP.SEQ go_up-FP.   And_so  3SG go_up-SP.SEQ high 

 aya   dla poskola-lati,// uha-lalo  oplami-ta e-po    atlu-wa,// 
house LOC jump-DS,        steal-NOM man-AGNT  DEM-FOC say-FP, 

 ('wa: apa  nati,' du-wa.) Amasiyama ya: e-po    atlu-wa,//  
'2SG  what see,'  do-FP.  But       3SG DEM-FOC say-FP, 

 ('hawa,    alisisi hapuloma ka:pi,' du-wa.) Epame ma 
'nothing,  things  all      good,'  do-FP.  And   again 

 ila-po//       tlu-wa.// Epedeme ma    ila-po//       tlu-lati... 
return-IMM.SEQ go-FP.    And_so  again return-IMM.SEQ go-DS 

The pilot looked around and then went back up. And so he went up and when he was jumping into the 
high house (cockpit), the highjacker said to him, 'what did you see?' But he (pilot) said this to him, 
'nothing, everything is fine,' and went back. And so when he was going back... 

Thus, main participants are introduced, overtly topicalised by -ye and then normally referred to only by a pronoun 
or verbal affixation. That is, from having stated the participant in a full nominal phrase, the speaker then uses less 
overt means to refer to him, gradually moving from a pronoun to only verbal affixation (the least explicit form). 

What happens, however, when there is interference from another participant so that the current participant's topic 
continuity is interrupted? Generally when this happens, it is necessary to move back up the scale of topicality, to a 
nominal phrase. At one point in the narrative, two men crawl along a cable to the cockpit. First oplami moto pa:le 
'small man' (who is the main participant at this stage) crawls along, and then he comes back and tells another man, 
oplami moto pato 'big man' to accompany him. The small man is overtly topicalized by -ye and then referred to in 
the following seven consecutive clauses by verbal affixation (see 52). 

(52) Epedeme oplami moto pa:le-ye    tua-me           pailet 
And.so  man    body nothing-TOP go.inside-SP.SEQ pilot 

 so-ta       pope  oloma e-dla   hale-mama natite-po   api  hawa 
people-AGNT sitPL place DEM-LOC stay-SS   see-IMM.SEQ path none 

 hala-lati ma    ila-me        pua-me      oplami hale    atlu-wa. 
stay-DS   again return-SP.SEQ come-SP.SEQ man    another say-FP 

And so the small man went inside up to where the pilots were sitting and staying, saw that there was no 
way through and came back again and told another man. 

The oplami hale 'other man' is topicalised in the subsequent clause and then in the next clause the small man is 
referred to by a nominal phrase. This is because his topic continuity as a participant has been interrupted by the 
introduction of another main participant, and so it is necessary to move up the scale and use a nominal phrase for 
clarity of reference, rather than just a pronoun. 

(53) Oplami hale-ye     ya: moto pota   pato. Epedeme moto pa:le 
Man    another-TOP 3SG body INTENS big.  And.so  body nothing 

 tatle tu-lati,      ya: ma   alotle tu-wa. 
first go.inside-DS, 3SG also after  go.inside-FP 

The other man had a very big body. And so the (man with a) small body went inside first, and he went 
after. 
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After this initial distinguishing of the two participants, however, pronouns and verbal affixation then continue to 
identify each. Normally the switch reference system alone is enough to differentiate two participants. Should there 
be ambiguities, then one participant (or both) may be restated in nominal phrases. 

It is also possible for another (previously introduced) participant to come into the situation and some kind of a 
contrast to be drawn between him and the current participant. When such contrastive topicality occurs, then 
generally the participants are not only referred to by a nominal phrase, but by a nominal phrase with -ta or -ye 
affixed. At one point in the story, one of the hijackers follows the pilot, keeping him at gun point, and waits while 
the pilot checks something in the plane. Both pilot and hijacker have been the participating topics of the episode, 
tracked by verbal affixation and pronouns. Now, however, both are referred to in nominal phrases with -ye 
attached. 

(54) Epelati uha-lalo  oplami-ye dlapa to  ha-me       isili dla 
And     steal-NOM man-TOP   fire  bow took-SP.SEQ under LOC 

 omhalu-wa. Amasiyama pailet oplami-ye eskimi ham-natim-sele-po 
wait-FP.   But       pilot  man-TOP   just   do-see-walk-IMM.SEQ 

 de-po      ma    ila-me      hetou-wa 
do-IMM.SEQ again back-SP.SEQ go.up-FP 

And the hijacker took his gun and waited below. But the pilot just looked around and went back up. 

By using this device, the speaker places both the hijacker and the pilot in equally prominent positions, while at the 
same time contrasting the activity of each. 

A new episode in the narrative is another reason for a topic to be re-established. A new episode is generally 
signalled by a change of location and/or time, and this normally coincides with a participant being topicalised. In 
the hijacking story, there is major change of location, when the action shifts to the FBI in America. 

(55) Epelati Amelika patoto so-ye      tibi       tle ompope-mama... 
And     America bigPL  people-TOP television ABL watchPL-SS 

And the American bosses were sitting watching the television... 

In this particular story, of course, there is not much scope for variation in time or location, but even when there is a 
change in the location of the action inside the plane (from the cockpit to the passenger area to the hold), a 
participant is usually overtly topicalised. 

As mentioned in 3.5 -ta may be affixed to main participants in order to place prominence on their agency. Thus, a 
participant who has been topicalised by -ye, may, on several occasions in the narrative, be marked by the suffix -ta, 
if it is their agency which is in focus. For example, the pilots pailet so, the hijackers uhalalo so  and the plane pleini 
are main participants, but many times during the story, -ta is affixed to them. The following are some examples of 
these occurrences. 

(56) Epelati pailet so-ta       yu   hamu-wa, olisi tle, ma    Amelika 
And     pilot  people-AGNT talk give-FP  radio ABL  again America 

 mo    dla 
place LOC 

And the pilots sent a message by radio to America. 

(57) Uha-lalo  so-ta       opa opi  hohopolu-wa 
steal-NOM people-AGNT men some beat.up-FP 

The hijackers beat up some people. 

(58) Epedeme pleini e-ye    isili suade-wa. Ya:-ta   tlu-mama,  aya . 
And.so  plane  DEM-TOP under swoop-FP. 3SG-AGNT go.down-SS house 

 hapuloma dokalemtou-wa 
all      destroy-FP 

And so that plane swooped down. As it went down, it destroyed all the houses. 
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Finally, what happens when a participant who has been introduced several clauses earlier is re-activated? Normally 
this is done by a nominal phrase with -ye, whether the referential distance (ie the number of clauses since that 
participant was last mentioned) is great or small. The following are some examples: 

(59) pleini pato tle ta so-ye... 
plane  big  ABL go people-TOP 

the people going with the big plane... 
 (Referential Distance: 11 clauses) 

(60) daliyama     koa-ye... 
kind.of.bird canoe-TOP 

the fast plane... 
 (Referential Distance: 12 clauses) 

(61) Amelika patoto so-ye 
America bigPL  people-TOP 

The American bosses... 
 (Referential Distance: 200 clauses) 

(62) uha-lalo  oplami-ye... 
steal-NOM man-TOP 

the stealing man (hijacker)... 
 (Referential Distance: 37 clauses) 

Alternatively, a relative clause may be used. As section 3.2.2 shows, a relative clause always has -ye affixed to the 
final element. 

(63) Amelika so     dapiyamte e-ta     dlapa to  paipo-ta 
America people two       DEM-AGNT fire  bow barrel-AGNT  

 olesta-me   ha:ha:-ye... 
poke-SP.SEQ stayPL-TOP 

Those two American men who were staying with the barrel of their guns poking through... 

(64) opa hapuloma pope-ye 
men all      sitPL-TOP 

all the men who were sitting... 

The use of -ye, therefore, is crucial in the tracking of main participants. Main participants are always overtly 
topicalised by -ye and then generally tracked by pronouns and verbal affixation if their topic continuity is high. 
Should another participant distract from the current participant's topicality, then a nominal phrase is used to clarify 
the reference. Should two participants be in contrastive topicality, they are marked by nominal phrases affixed with 
-ye. Finally, a participant is generally re-activated after an absence of several clauses by a nominal phrase affixed 
with -ye. 

3.7 Summary 
The topic marker -ye, the agent suffix -ta and the switch reference system all play an important role in participant 
tracking in Kamula discourse. The morpheme -ye is reserved for topicalising main participants, while -ta 
introduces minor participants and also, when affixed to main participants, marks their agency as prominent. The 
switch reference system does not encode any notion of ranking of participants, but functions rather to track the 
participants and their actions. Thus, all three strategies interact together in order to provide information about 
participants. 
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4. APPENDIX 
Sample Kamula text 
 

Ka:de-po   esema-lalo esemale. 
good-EQUAT story-NOM  story 
This is a good story for story-telling. 

Oplami hatlo hala-iyo, ya: wole  dapiyamte haloma-iyo. 
man    one   stay-RP,  3SG women two       takePL-RP 
There was a man, he had two wives. 

Alila hale-tapo   oplami ya: wole  dapiyamte mate   daya yula 
Day   certain-FOC man    3SG women two       ACCOMP sago hit 

tlumala-iyo. 
go.downPL-RP 
One day the man and his two wives went down to make sago. 

Dasoso     dla tlu-me         daya woste-po,    ya: wole  dapiyamte daya 
Sago.swamp LOC go.down-SP.SEQ sago fell-IMM.SEQ 3SG women two       sago 

yulum-ha:ha:-lati, oplami ya:-ye  teya itla heta-iyo. 
hit-stayPL-DS      man    3SG-TOP bird make.hide go.up-RP 
He went down to the sago swamp and cut down the sago palm, and while his two wives were staying making sago, 
the man went up to make a hide for shooting birds. 

Oplami ya: hi-ye    Gawi-yo,   ya: wole  dapiyamte hi-ye    Apasepa 
Man    3SG name-TOP Gawi-EMPH, 3SG women two       name-TOP Apasepa 

mate   Ipiawi mate-yo. 
ACCOMP Ipiawi ACCOMP-EMPH 
The man's name was Gawi, and his two wives' names were Apasepa and Ipiawi. 

Yia: daya yulum-ha:ha:-iyo. 
3PL  sago hit-stayPL-RP 
They stayed making sago. 

Epelati yi  welali-ye   heta-me      pupupi     namu  teya 
And     3SG husband-TOP go.up-SP.SEQ black.palm fruit bird 

iti-po            ita-pola-iyo. 
make.hide-IMM.SEQ hide-sit-RP 
And their husband went up and made a hide for shooting birds who ate black palm fruit and sat in the hide. 

Ya: teya ita-polo-mama, mopua                 sesem-pola-iyo. 
3SG bird hide-sit-SS,   crown.victoria.pigeon call-sit-RP 
While he sat in the hide, he sat calling crown victoria pigeons. 

Epelati ya: wole  dapiyamte daya yulum-ha:ha:-mama, me 
And     3SG women two       sago hit-stayPL-SS,     still 

dalem-ha:ha:-iyo. 
hear-stayPL-RP 
And while his two wives were staying making sago, they could hear him. 
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Dalem-ha:ha:-mama, daya-ye  mopoka epame daya ma-haloe-deme 
Hear-stayPL-SS,    sago-TOP finish and   sago ASP-getINF-INT 

ha:ha:-mama, Apasepa-ta   atla-iyo, "Di  teya yiyelowa,"   de-iyo. 
stayPL-SS,   Apasepa-AGNT say-RP,   "1PL bird changeHORT," say-RP 
And while they were still hearing him, they finished the sago and were about to put the sago (into the bags), when 
Apasepa said, "Let's change into birds!" 

Epame yia:-ta  madipata dulu   dla a:ya  hale-ta      siyo   heta-mama, 
And   3PL-AGNT both     inside LOC woman certain-AGNT toilet go.up-SS, 

mopua                 dlalo   me    ele-lati, ha-me       pua-me 
crown.victoria.pigeon feather still sleep-DS, take-SP.SEQ come-SP.SEQ 

do   helle         dla gulu  dla nati-iyo. 
hand little.finger LOC stick LOC see-RP 
And from the two of them, one of them went up to the toilet and a crown victoria pigeon feather was lying there 
and she took it and came and saw that it was stuck into her little finger. 

Toko     guludete-po,  mopua  tiyaka-tapo yia:-ta  hapuloma-ye 
Suddenly stick-IMM.SEQ pigeon feather-FOC 3PL-AGNT all-TOP 

pokade-iyo. 
cover-RP 
Suddenly it was stuck (into her), and then crown victoria pigeon feathers covered them entirely. 

Epo y i a:-ta  madipata mopua  yiye-po          hetamala-iyo, yi  welali 
And 3PL-AGNT both     pigeon changePL-IMM.SEQ go.upPL-RP,   3PL husband 

teya ita-pola e-dla. 
bird hide-sit DEM-LOC 
And the two of them changed into crown victoria pigeons and went up to where their husband was sitting in the 
hide. 

E-dla   hetamala-mama, mopua  some popaliem-hetamala-iyo. 
DEM-LOC go.upPL-SS,    pigeon like cooPL-go.upPL-RP 
And as they were going up there, they were cooing like crown victoria pigeons. 

Epelati yi  welali  Gawi-ye  ma    me    sesem-pola-iyo. 
And     3PL husband Gawi-TOP again still call-sit-RP 
And their husband Gawi was still sitting there calling. 

Yi  ma-ta-me      pupupi     namu  ma-dem-siamala nati-pame    yi 
3PL ASP-go-SP.SEQ black_palm fruit ASP-eat-wander see-NEUT.SEQ 3PL 

welali-tapo ya: wole  dapiyamte mopua  yiye-po          hetamala-le 
husband-FOC 3SG women two       pigeon changePL-IMM.SEQ go.up-NOM 

e-ye    ma-sioma-iyo. 
DEM-TOP ASP-shootPL-RP 
When he saw them going up and eating the black palm fruit, their husband shot those two wives of his who had 
changed into crown victoria pigeons. 

Teya sio-pame         halo-po       ma    tlu-iyo,    ya: wole  daya 
Bird shootPL-NEUT-SEQ getPL-IMM.SEQ again go.down-RP, 3SG women sago 

yulum-ha:ha: dla. 
hit-stayPL   LOC 
He shot the birds and got them and went down again to where his wives were making sago. 
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Ya: toko     tlu-me         natite-po   ya: wole  hawa    hala-lati, 
3SG suddenly go.down-SP.SEQ see-IMM.SEQ 3SG women nothing stay-DS, 

sisilama-tie, sisilama-tie, sisilama-tie, ya: yu   ipi tle po-ha-lalo 
call-COND,    call-COND,    call-COND,    3SG talk end ABL NEG-get-NOM 

weke-lati, daya yu-le   elo  dla tua-me           natite-po   hawa 
omit-DS,   sago hit-NOM bone LOC go.inside-SP.SEQ see-IMM.SEQ nothing 

hala-iyo. 
stay-RP 
He went down and suddenly saw that his wives were not there, and he called and called and called, and because he 
did not get a reply, he went to the scooped out sago palm and saw that they were not there. 

Epame hotlo mate   yekalo   mate   hawa    hala-lati, ya: malama-iyo, 
And   adze  ACCOMP sago.bag ACCOMP nothing stay-DS,   3SG think-RP, 

"Yo, na: wole  dapiyamte-ye monolo siomate-po,"   e-pape-iyo. 
"Yes 1SG women two-TOP      REFLEX shootPL-REAL," DEM-do-RP 
And because the adze and the sago bag were not there, he thought, "Yes, I myself have shot my two wives." 

Epo yia: welali  meyelo medla hala-iyo. 
And 3PL  husband REFLEX LOC   stay-RP 
And their husband stayed there by himself. 

Esemale yemala e-po. 
story   small  DEM-EQUAT 
And that is the short story. 
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